
Status Update 2-16 regarding the Covid-19 Coronavirus     28th June 2020 

Dear parents and students 

I trust this update finds you all well. The end of term finally arrived on Friday, and I am sure came with a genuine 

sense of relief and perhaps some optimism on behalf of students and staff. Schools have been challenged in the last 

three months perhaps more-so than at any other time in memory. Yet we have come though this time in good 

shape, and all things being equal, can look forward to finishing the year on a high. 

Congratulations to Year 12 student Quang Ong 

Sincere congratulations to Quang Ong of Year 12 on his selection as a member of the Australian International 

Olympiad Team this year in Informatics. This is a simply wonderful achievement by Quang, whose ability in 

Mathematics, Science and Algorithmics is matched only by his ability on the piano! The championships will be held 

later this year online, due to the COVID-19 disruption, with details to follow shortly. I am sure everyone will join me 

in congratulating him on this massive achievement, and wishing him well for the championships later this year. We 

are all so proud of you Quang! 

Congratulations to staff and students 

I have written separately to both staff and to students to thank them for their hard work and genuine sense of 

collaboration and understanding over what has been a rather tumultuous time over the past three months. People 

use the words ‘pivot’ and ‘agile’ rather often these days to describe the speed and flexibility with which everyone 

has had to adjust to the many changes necessary due to the Covid19 pandemic, in the face of the restrictions it has 

placed on our way of life, and on the operation of JMSS. I have been genuinely impressed with the way in which 

everyone has played their part with a genuine sense of team and commitment. 

The need for each and every individual to do so has never been more pressing that over recent months, and we feel 

as a result of everyone’s work we are in a very good place to capitalise on the hard work done to date to maximise 

the final outcomes for each student. Though it is obvious everyone must still stay the course, we feel we are in an 

excellent place to be able to do so.  

I would like to yet again thank all of our staff for their outstanding work, individually and together, on behalf of our 

students. Your commitment has been exceptional, and I know everyone in our community is thankful for your 

efforts. 

I would also like to thank our students for your co-operation, teamwork and commitment to your studies during the 

lockdown and on return to school. I have been mightily impressed with your individual and collective response to the 

changes we have had to make, and I look forward to finishing the year on a high with a continuation of your work. I 

hope you all have a decent rest over the holiday break. 

Thank you to all of our parents and families 

Finally, I would like to offer a sincere thanks to all of our parents and families. It has been a difficult and often 

challenging time for everyone, and especially schools, and your collective understanding, co-operation and genuine 

support have been most appreciated by all of our staff, and the leadership team in particular. Thank you for your 

support of all of our students during the period of lockdown, and for helping to keep your sons and daughters 

grounded, in perspective and with a sense of optimism. It has felt very much like a giant team in operation, and this 

continues to be the case now that students have returned onsite. I hope you too are able to relax a bit over the next 

couple of weeks. 

This is the final Update for Term 2. Thank you all for reading them and keeping up to date with all of the changes we 

have had to put in place. At the beginning of Term Three I will reissue the A-Z Guides for Students and Staff as they 

will apply for term three, and will provide updates as they are needed. I trust it will not be necessary to issue them 

with the same frequency as was necessary this term, but of course that depends on the course of the virus. You will 

all be aware of the recent spike in cases in some parts of Melbourne, and we all hope this is reversed soon so we can 

move slowly and steadily back to whatever the ‘new normal’ will be. 



In the meantime, keep safe, and enjoy the break. I look forward to working with you all again in term three, as 

together we embark on the next stage of what will no doubt be remembered by all of us as a rather exceptional 

year, to say the least! I have also included some interesting scientific and pandemic-related articles which I hope you 

all enjoy and find helpful. There is also a letter of thanks to you all from Education Secretary Ms. Jenny Atta. 

Best regards 

Peter Corkill 

PRINCIPAL 


